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Preface

          Cryptocurrency Exchange Market is high-growth market, and expands 
to almost of the world. Cryptocurrency Exchange Market is the same as Stock 
Exchange Market that investors can exchanges the stocks.

          However, Stock Exchange provides many limitations such as trading 
duration, stock trading regulations, investing rules, and law principles of 
each country, so this make it is hard for ordinary individual to access.

          Cryptocurrency Exchange Market is no access limitation, it is opened 
for every individual, language, region, and country in the world. Everyone can 
access Cryptocurrency Exchange Market, so it seems Cryptocurrency can 
connect everything together.

          Cryptocurrency Exchange Market has fluctuation from 5 to 30 percent 
daily, so Cryptocurrency can be the most up and down each day, and there is 
no limitation.Everything goes following buyer and seller needs. 

          As Cryptocurrency can be changed from 5 to 30 percent per day, we can 
assume profit from such Cryptocurrency. This is the same of assuming profit in 
Stock Exchange but more freely in trading because trading stocks in Stock 
Exchange have to trade within the same country only. 

          Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency is created for automatic Cryptocurrency 
trading in order to gain profit. 

          We have already tested API Robot Trading with world leading 
Cryptocurrency Trading Market such as Poloniex, Bitfinex, Bittrex, Kraken, Jubi, 
Livecoin, Yobit, and xBTCe.
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Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency 

          The best and the quickest rewarding ICO with the lowest cost of operation.

What is Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency? 

 Robot trading is Automatic 
Cryptocurrency Trading System with 
Algorithm that can be purchased and 
sold. Can make more profit than 
General trader.
 

What is the Robot Coin?
 

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency 
issues a Cryptocurrency named Robot 
Coin to bring the Coin to the market 
exchange and use the Robot Trading 
system of Cryptocurrency. In order to 
make a profit.
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Rewarding comparison 
of each investment type can be separated as follows. 

1. Bank deposit, it is the less rewarding investment gained from interest 

2. SET investment, it is the medium-rewarding investment but risk. 

3. Money loaning, the medium-rewarding investment, but money loaning
releaser in some types of business have to receive license 

4. Investment fund in SET, it is the medium-rewarding investment but risk.

5. Crypto-Currency investment, it is a high-rewarding investment but risk. 

6. IPO, it is the high-rewarding investment but hard for other ordinary 
public to reserve and purchase such IPO.

7. ICO, it is the highest-rewarding investment and also a high risk because 
many ICOs do not invest following the stated objective. Some projects 
are created to defraud investors, and around 90% of ICOs do not even 
have their own companies. 
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Comparison between Robot Trading 
of Cryptocurrency VS Self Trading

Self trading

 Self trading provides less trading volume and charged fees from 0.25 to 
0.3 per each trading.

 Self trading provides high cost of trading and is hard to hit the profit.

 Self trading has to waste the time on monitoring trade.

 Self trading take a higher risk of being loss compared with Robot Trading.

Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency, if trading volume is high, trading fee will 
be equal to 0% or around 0% For example, Poloniex and Kraken.

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency has much lower cost to make it easy to 
gain profit.

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency is a stable trading system for making profit, 
so you don’t need to waste the time on monitoring 24 hours a day.

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency has the opportunity to gain more profit 
than self trading.
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Comparing ICO Robot Coin with other ICOs

Cost of service

 Other ICOs have a lot of cost of operation such as construction cost, 
o�ce rental cost, server cost, computer cost, utility cost, staff hiring cost, 
advertising cost, and consultant cost, and the total cost happened will be high. 
If such ICOs invest on real estate business, the capital cost will be higher, so 
every ICO’s capital cost will be so high compared with Robot Trading of 
Cryptocurrency.

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency will take 100 percent of received coins 
into trading system and deduct just 0.25% of capital caused from trading. 
When comparing with other ICOs, Robot Trading provides the lowest 
capital cost. 

Income-making duration

 Comparing from other ICOs’ Roadmap will see that income-making 
duration is taking at least 6 months and up to 2 years, so rewarding will be 
as long as it, and the costs of operation are also high.

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency can be run within 7 days after finishing 
ICO. We will take all coin into an exchange market that we have installed all 
system and can immediately run Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency system, 
so it is the quickest way of making income, and we will divide the profit 
to Robot Coin holders within 6 months after finishing ICO. 

The most rewarding

 Other ICOs have high cost of installation and taking long time, so the 
profit will as less as it. 

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency has low cost of operation, so it can 
provide more profit. 

Quick profit

 Other ICOs have high cost of installation and taking long time, so profit 
receiving will be delayed at least   6 months or 180 days.
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 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency can take all coins into system and make 
an exchange in Cryptocurrency Exchange Market within 7 days after finishing ICO.

Reliability of ICO

 Other ICOs are just individuals (not company), and many ICOs that 
escape after receiving money and don’t follow the terms of ICO. 

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency under the operation of Next Generation 
Technology Co.,LTD  located in Thailand and under Thai law, so ICO of Robot 
Trading of Cryptocurrency can be relied compared with other ICOs.
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The conclusion

Data transparency

 Trading loss / profit can be viewed after 1 day of trading on website 
and mobile application (Android and IOS) 

Reliability
 Robot trading under the operation of Next Generation Technology 
Co.,LTD located in Thailand under Thai law

Low capital cost

All coin received from ICO will be used in Robot Trading system 
Robot Trading. No cost of operation.

The profit division / the duration of quick profit division
50% of profit will be divided to Robot Coin holders
First profit division is on 1st July 2018 
Next profit division will be yearly 

Gain income from selling Robot Coin
Robot Coin will be in Exchange Trade before 1 May 2018

Robot Trading supports Trade Exchange

Poloniex, Bitfinex, Bittrex, Kraken, Jubi, Livecoin, Yobit, xBTCe, BX Thailand

 The remaining Robot Coin after ICO will be sold again after the first 
profit division to Robot Coin holders and will be in Robot Trading system

ICO Funds Distribution
100 % will be traded in Cryptocurrency Exchange Market
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ICO Funds Distribution

Funds Allocation 
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Road Map
Company Founded

5  January  2017

January  2017

Registered Trading websites such as 
Poloniex, Bitfinex, Bittrex, Kraken, Jubi, 

Livecoin, Yobit, xBTCe, BX Thailand 
(Individual) to access API 

1 st January  2018

Starting trading with Robot Trading

 Developed API Robot Trading
of Cryptocurrency system

February  2017

 Take Robot Coin into the Exchange
Market before

1  st May  2018 

May  2017

 Tested API Robot Trading
Cryptocurrency

Pre - ICO

24 October 2017 - 2 November 2017
ICO

3 November 2017 - 24 December 2017 

1 st July  2018 

First profit division
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Next Generation Technology Team

 Robot Trading of Cryptocurrency under the operation of Next Generation 
Technology Co.,LTD  located in Thailand, founded in 2017, January 5th with 
Juristic Person Registration Number 0115560000336 following relevant law 
and being under Thai law.
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Registration certificate of the original company
Next Generation Technology Co., LTD



Next Generation Technology Team
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Disclaimer

  Nothing contained in the Site constitutes investment, legal or tax advice. 

Neither the information nor any opinion contained in the Site constitutes a solicitation 

or an offer to buy or sell any securities, futures, options or other financial instruments. 

Decisions based on information contained on this site are the sole responsibility 

of the visitor.

  The materials in the Site are provided “AS IS” and without warranties of any 

kind (either express or implied). To the fullest extent permissible pursuant to 

applicable law, any and all warranties, express or implied, including, but not limited 

to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, are 

disclaimed.
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